TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: HYDERABAD
TEACHER RECRUITMENT TEST IN SCHOOL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
SCHOOL ASSISTANT- HINDI
NOTIFICATION NO. 52/2017 Dt.21/10/2017

WEB NOTE
It is hereby informed that, as per the indent received from School Education
Department for the post of TRT- School Assistant-Hindi, Notification No. 52/2017 was
released on 21/10/2017 and the written examination was conducted on 28/02/2018 AN.
TSPSC has constituted subject expert committee with Experts in Hindi subject to
examine the qualifications from, 1) Hindi Prachar Sabha, Hyderabad, 2) Dakshin
Bharath Hindi Prachar Sabha, Madras,3) Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad. The
committee after careful examination of the Hindi certificates in multiple meetings have
finally concluded after consultation with School education Department officials also that
some of the qualifications from Hindi Prachar Sabha, Hyderabad, and Dakshin Bharath
Hindi Prachar Sabha, Madras are eligible as they are recognized by UGC & NCTE and
considered for the post of SA-Hindi- 52/2017.
It is further informed that, a few candidates are spreading misinformation and
resorting to pressurising the Commission & in one instance threatening that they would
attempt suicide for not being selected. Such behavior is strongly condemned.
Further it is informed that, if any candidate displays such irresponsible
behavior on not getting selection to a post they are hereby cautioned that as per
Commission’s Regulations: TSPSC’s Rules of Procedure: Rule-3 (xii) -. Candidates
who are found guilty of misconduct shall be liable for disqualification for being
considered for a particular post or department from applying to the Commission either
permanently or for any period or the invalidation of their answer scripts or products in a
written practical test or the initiation of criminal or either proceedings against them or
recommend to Appointing Authority for their removal or dismissal from office or the
ordering of any other disciplinary action against them if the have already been
appointed, or any one or more of the above.
The candidates are hereby informed that the commission has completed
selections for posts of SA-Hindi strictly in tune with the terms of notification.
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